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Abstract

I tend to associate the word “crossover” with popular music. I think of crossovers as being those artists whose music has successfully crossed over from a smaller market to a bigger one, like Mexican musicians making it big in the United States, or black musicians making it big with white audiences. And I frankly love the idea that, as a librarian, might be able to make a curatorial crossover into a bigger market, much as Ricky Martin or Otis Redding made a musical crossover.

Of course, I would have to address the two most common criticisms that are made . . .
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As reference libraries, our collections are predominantly non-circulating, materials are in-library use only. Researchers are encouraged to contact our staff ahead of their intended visit so that we can assure the availability of resources. access: ONLY via the Museum’s staff entrance on the south side of ROM building (check-in at the security desk; valid photo-ID required). Researchers are strongly encouraged to contact our staff ahead of their intended visit so that we can assure the availability of resources. For more information regarding access, please review the Library and Archives guidelines. For more information regarding access, please review the Library and Archives guidelines. contact: 416-586-5595 or email. collection focus Im in Ur Museum Blogz: This Museum Collections Manager blogs about blogging. Smithsonian 2.0: Find out about new web endeavors from the Smithsonian on this blog. Ideum: Read this blog to learn about museum exhibit and design news. Museum-Ed: Read the Museum-Ed Blog to connect with the Museum Educator Community. Museum Planner: This blog is written for Board Members and stakeholders who work in various museums. Curators & Staff. Ingalls Library & Museum Archives: This blog will help you keep up with what’s new and happening at the Ingalls Library. The Women’s Museum: This blog will take you inside the national women’s history museum. Looting Matters: Read about the ethics of collecting antiques from this blog. The Museum Archives is just one of several departments at The Met which hold archival collections that are available for scholarly research. For example, curatorial offices, the Watson Library, and the Digital Department all hold unique primary source materials that document the collections, exhibitions, educational programs, buildings and staff of The Metropolitan Museum of Art. At present, there is no single search point from which researchers can find archival materials across all Museum departments. However, Museum Archives staff will be happy to assist you with identifying collections tha